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Item specifics
Product Type:

BBQs

Features:

Condition:

Used

Brand:

Manliness, Awesomeness, Seasoned Pollen Plate, Wooden parts, Steel Parts,
Wheels, Screws, Pipes, Gas Cylinder with gas !!!, Man sized Gas Regulator,
FREE Sausage Fat, FREE Spiders, FREE Lid, Red Button
Bloody Legend

Grab yourself a Christmas bargain today, dont wait, get in quick !
Just in time for Christmas, here is the ultimate in old school culinary accessories. Do you remember the days before soy latte double decaf drinkers redesigned the humble bbq and took
it from a thing of beauty to a multifunctional disaster ? I mean, how many of you have one of these monstrosities, do you really need a side burner for a wok ? Do you need to know
what the temperature is on the plate ? Hot or cold, cooked or raw, these simple terms seem forgotten in these modern days when you can cook a fish with thai spices and a side of dahl
and some gazpacho soup (WTF ??? Who does this ???).
Hark back to the days when the measure of a man was how he handled the bbq tongs and a beer, not how shiny the hood of his bbq was ? Lets face it, a real man’s strength, honor and
vision used to be proven regularly to all by the way he cooked his meat on the bbq. A bbq was more than just a glorified business meeting or a get together with the other girls, it was
life itself to a man. You could have your mates around, stand around the bbq and feel the burn on your skin of the spattering fat from the snags, the smoke from the scorched meat and
finish it all off with an ice cold beer – each man remembering those days not so long ago when we would hunt, kill and eat whatever prey we felt like.
This amazing vintage find is a solid and sturdy bbq, with plenty of seasoning to the plate - including a special blend of eucalypt blossom and assorted native pollens to give your
creations a great Australian taste and to demonstrate to all that you are no double decaf soy latte drinking metrosexual, you are a man, cooking meat on your bbq. No, you cant steam
vegetables or make a soup, nor will it tell you the temperature or massage your feet, but you will regain your masculinity and strike a blow against metrosexualism.
Sure, it might have aged a little and some of the bright shiny things aren’t as bright and shiny as they used to be so if you are trying to impress your boyfriends then this probably isn’t
the bbq for you.
Starting at only $1, you can see that this sale is more of a community service helping us all get back to the days when all you needed to know about bbq was put the cold stuff on the hot
stuff, drink a stubbie, pull of the hot stuff and bloody well eat it.
Pickup only from Carramar and preferably by ute with dog.
On 19-Dec-09 at 23:07:07 AEDST, seller added the following information:

ADDIT: Ebay in their In(finite) wisdom have stopped me answering questions and publishing them. If anyone knows how to use the internerd to set
up a board or something maybe I can still help you with the metrosexual problems in your life...
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Questions from other members : Real Man's BBQ - Not for metrosexuals or latte drinkers

Question & Answer
Q: Hey maaate. I was just wondering why you’ve listed this item on EBAY – which is surely the internet equivalent of a stainless steel, wok
equipped BBQ with latte holders? Next time you might like to try listing it on HE-BAY – which is where you’d normally find this sort of
retrosexual gear. There’s a barbie just like yours up for sale on HE-BAY. Not only is the highest bid up at $47 – it also comes with
accessories - a free Holden HK Premier cylinder head (holds 6 stubbies). I guess you’re trying to do a community service by reaching out to
a broad metrosexual audience. Thought I should let you know about HE-BAY though in case you want to turn this into a business.....
A:

19-Dec-09

19-Dec-09

Ah, Rockingnam, yes that was not a typo. This precision instrument has four settings, cold, hot, hotter, bloody hot and thats it. If you whack
your snags on when she is hot, you will have an amazing culinary experience, better than one of that Sting clown's tantric day long orgasms.
Just on that, what the hell is wrong with that guy ? Whats wrong with the standard 2 minutes of foreplay followed by 1-2 minutes of
passionate love making ? Some people are odd.

Q: I had a BBQ just like this one, but my wife made me take it to the tip. Now all I have is nine bricks strategically arranged with a bit of
checkerplate on top. I must admit that my metrosexual, SNAG acquaintances ( I'm not going to call them types mates) can't understand
how my bogan BBQ cooks better than their Mastercard monstrosities. Anyway, what I wanted to know is, will I get to your place from
Sydney on one tank of fuel in my V8 ute so I can pick it up?
A:

Answered On

Thanks matey, you hit the nail on the head, this is a community service not a money spinner.

Q: Greetings from Rockingham (proud home of the bogun) I have a question for you my good man. Is this exquisite item of engineering genius
capable of producing cooked steak to the extremely precise and delicate levels of "Bloke Rare” and if so, have the gas jets recently been
calibrated to; hot, a bit hot and not hot? You see, when myself and my blokeist colleagues retire to mansland (the veranda) of an evening to
discuss topical issues of the day, such as; why holdens are mintox, political non-correctness, thongs and the role of dessert boots in the
modern world. We have two golden rules...nay golden laws. They are as follows; 1. Though shalt always provide quality beer of the coldest
coldestness. 2. Though shalt always cook steak using the traditional “rip its horn off and wipe its arse” mentality. As a learned member of
the bogan brotherhood, you can undoubtedly see the quandary that I myself could face if I were to buy a barbie of inferior quality and
performance, thus endangeri
A:

Item number: 290380235400

19-Dec-09

In short, the answer to your question is simple, yes. As long as you leave the ute home and send the missus over here to pick up the bbq.

Q: I think you've stolen my bbq, man that looks similar to mine, great for cooking turtles and dugons!!! Looks like a cracker, wish I had room

19-Dec-09

for it!!!
A:

Shes a little beauty Barney me old mate... You should make yourself some room. Take everything shiny that you see right now, load it into
the trailer and take it up the Salvos, they might even have a bbq like this one you can take back to your place and install before the missus
notices the shiny things are gone.

Q: Just reading the questions posted has filled me with an immense amount of pride, and also disappointment. You may in fact pass into
maryrdom in giving up this - well can only be described as an "icn" - of Australiana for the greater good. As such I cannot bring myself to
bid. I though wish to contribute, as I am from Tasmania the metrosexual plague is just reaching into our hold, but we are not lost like those
in other states. As such we too have many icons of our own, I feel we need to take this naitonal, that's right. With the supplies we have we
can make a difference.
A:

Fight hard brother, never give up to the metrosexual tide, if you do it will wash over you and everything you love. If you let it get a foot hold,
no longer will you be asking questions like "where is my flaming guttin knife ?" or "strewth, whose that flaming bludger ?" it will be things like
"dash the beastly thing, its gone and done a widdle in my shandy" and "does my abs look big in this mesh tank top ?"

Q: Hi, I just wanted to say I'm very impressed with your spelling and grammer. It is refreshing to see you haven't used any past tense except
where it's needed. There's nothing worse than hearing "I seen that, he done this and it's them blokes". Also "bought and brought" are used
correctly. Outstanding stuff, I wish you every success with your auction.
A:

19-Dec-09

Sure do Rhino, do you need oxy, mig or stick ?

Q: Holly Hell , i like the look of this would like it if you send this bloody good looking machine over the ditch to NZ i could add a few more
spices to the growth you have there , There be a stubbie in it for you , i am entering into Master chef NZ and do with some help in
producing some wicked tastes.
A:

19-Dec-09

Not at all my friend, your heart is in the right place, you intend on spreading the retro with this beast so if you win, it is a cosmic thing.

Q: She's a bloody beaut mate, I just got one question before I bid... do you have a welder? I would want to throw it on the back of me dirt bike
and I would be doing about 300k's of dirt tracks to get this little baby home, so I was thinkin' if ya have a welder we could just weld the
barbie to my bikes subframe and away I'd go?? Rhino
A:

19-Dec-09

Sorry to pop your bubble princess but as I have said several times before, I use my manifold to cook up me snags now. Perhaps you
should stop sipping lattes whilst watching Matlock and put your money where you mouth is and try to get back some of your retrosexualism
? I can help you mate but first you got to help yourself.

Q: Gday Pal, I have one just like it but I'm thinking if i buy yours aswell it would increase my blokeyness twice as much?? would you hold it
againt me if i win this ripper instead of a latte drinking nancy depriving him the chance or reclaiming his manhood?
A:

19-Dec-09

Thanks cobber, its good to know that the inventor of scrabble approves.

Q: If you are the true blue, red blooded, meat pies, kangaroos etc Aussie bloke you say you are, what the hell are you going to do for a BBQ
once you sell the SS (or XR8 for those who are close to turning metro) once this little gem finds a new home? And if you are the true blue
etc. Aussie bloke, how did you pass the test to live in Carramar? There are a few cracks in the story champ.
A:

19-Dec-09

Sorry buddy but I dont like the cut of NZ's jib. Ive got a few NZ mates and all but they would probably try to bury the bbq and put the meat
on top or something. No offence but I cannot afford to let this icon traverse the sea to the land of the kiwi burger, chilly bins or jandals. As
for masterchef, unless you are an overweight, rich, IT company owning mother of 6,000 you got no chance of winning, at least not in
Australia.

19-Dec-09

Q: Hi Mate - as you are a true Australian can the winning bid be paid in beer? cheers
A:

Of course, is this a trick question ? Beer is ace, Money is acer...

Q: Before I place a competitive bid I wonder if you could allay a concern I have in relation to the provenance of the item. You see one night
when I fell asleep during disc three of ‘Lost’ (series 2 - the earlier episodes were a bit boring) I was awoken by some grunting noises in my
backyard but just assumed it was koalas rooting again in the eucalypts. But you could imagine my horror the next day when I went out for
my morning leak and found that my pride and joy was missing. Do you have a receipt for this item or did you buy it from Old Mate?
A:

19-Dec-09

Look mate, to be honest, unless this bbq wants to move, it aint going nowhere, especially for some tossy little breeze.

Q: Just need to check that nobody has drunk Superdry near this BBQ? Does it do jumps?
A:

19-Dec-09

Hey there Megsy. No need for the testicles, your lady bits can be as retrosexual as our blokey bits. Sheilas usually retrosexualise in the
form of not wanting to watch anything on telly during the day, except sport, or any serial that has or will star someone from a crappy pop
band. Sheilas also start to get more of a blokey sex drive, that is to say, they drink heaps, fall over and go to sleep or if they do pick up,
they do the deed and they are the ones to roll over and fall straight to sleep. Your carton will always be welcome and being a lady is no
handicap, you should embrace your sex and your retrosexuality.

Q: This is the sort of BBQ that belongs out on the verandah 24/7/365. Is it coded for a Category 3 Cyclone or is there some included
attachments, besides those balancing beer costers, which might assist in getting a good feed during a stiff breeze and horizontal rain?
A:

19-Dec-09

As much as I would love to acquiesce your request, alas, for all you ladies out there I am taken. Ive got meself a ripper sheila who loves
nothing more than to sit out the back, listening to the snags fry away in their own grease on the manifold of the HJ wagon as she gently
idles along. We take romantic walks to the local fish and chip shop to point and laugh at all the poms about the place. She is the sauce to
my snag, the coke to my bourban so sorry ladies, but Im a happily retrosexual man with a bonza sheila to boot.

Q: Giday, I had one just like this,but some low life knocked it off. I know it wasn't you cause mine had the rip off a bit of carton and stand back
ignition(not the red button type). My question to you is this. I am a shiela a beer swilling, ute & dog type shiela. If i am luky enuff to win this
treasure will i grow tesicles and/or a beard.Oh and my second question is what is a latte? Thanks, I WILL BRING A CARTON WHEN I
PICK IT UP.
A:

19-Dec-09

Nah mate, this bbq appeared one day out of a dust storm after a big thunderstorm, there was a crack of lightning over the canefield and
there she was.

Q: To the paradigm of Aussie manliness I am a trueblue Aussie shiela with a problem: all the blokes I encounter are more interested in art
galleries and theatre, or making me duck a l'orange with microherbs & stir-fried sea greens on their stainless steel electric bbqs, to notice
that what I yearn for is a man in a blue wifebeater flipping snags with his tough, calloused hand while I fetch him a beer. I can see from your
product and attitude that you are different. s700s, will you be the sausage to my bun? Will you be the grease to my tongs, the ring pull to
my beer? Think about it. We could spend the summer evenings, the gentle Cammeray breeze playing about our ankles, the silence only
interrupted by the spitting of snags & millionaire hotseat on the telly, cooking up a storm & celebrating Aussie manhood. It's not enough that
you auction this symbol, nay, tool, nay, weapon, of manhood. Me & all the other genuine Aussie shielas out there demand that you yourself
go up on ebay for sale.
A:

19-Dec-09

19-Dec-09

No. Superdry is metrosexual plus beer. Anything that metro that came near this bbq would be vapourised into a cloud of pot pouri smelling
smoke which in turn would be replaced by the smell of the snags cooking on this little beauty.

Q: Hi, wow, this looks like just what I’m looking for to impress the inlaws when they come around for dinner New Year Eve! Could you tell me
though, the overall dimensions of the cooking surface? I have issues with my current set up not being big enough to cook an Emu I hit a few

19-Dec-09

weeks back. He’s currently taking up all of the space I reserve for undersized crayfish in the chest freezer out in the shed and I’d really like
to cook that bugger. NYE would be the perfect festive occasion. Would you consider a trade? I have an excellent quality victa lawnmower
engine ( rest of mower is not attached, mowing the lawn is for metro’s, I put a 44 gallon drum ontop of it and now it’s a mobile esky), it runs
well, even when you get the 2 stroke mix a bit rich.
A:

This bbq could definately help you out. Im not really looking for a trade, Ive got a half dozen mowers out back in various states of play. You
see, mowers are the grown retrosexual mans version of lego and we all gotta play with something, right ?

Q: Gday mate, Is that fresh lawn clippings sprinkled over the BBQ and is this for any particular reason? If so, do you have a retrosexual
lawnmower that I could buy to give my own semi-manly BBQ the finishing touches? Thanks, Rambo
A:

No Rambo, it is a special mix of native pollens and eucalypt flowers, it gives you that - Ive just woken up in a pool of my own spew and
need to cook up a feed of snags and drink some beers taste.

Q: This is not so much a question, but a plea. Given the level of interest, yet lack of financial commitment todate, I hear that metros are
plotting to purchase this iconic cooking apparatus with a view to its destruction after collection. Whilst I’m confident in your skills of detection
when the lucky purchaser comes to your door, I feel that the only way to truly protect such a valuable piece of Aussie history would be to
donate it to the Australian National Museum, where it could stand along side the Hills Hoist & Victa Mower, preserved forever. Obviously a
condition of any donation would involve at least an annual lighting (using the red button) of the flame on Australia Day. I leave this important
decision in your capable hands, you know what to do. www.nma.gov.au/collections/donating_objects
A:

19-Dec-09

Thankyou my friend. I will look into it, the future of Australia is in our hands.

Q: Unfortunately I already am an owner of a hoodie, however it's easily modified when my metrofriends come over, so I can pretend. However
I'm hoping you can help with some marinade recipes? Cheers
A:

19-Dec-09

18-Dec-09

Sure, take some of that moisturiser you rub into your head and soak your frothy latte in that before throwing it into your own face. Wake up
man ! Pretending isnt fooling anyone, you are slipping deeper and deeper into metrosexuality, buy this lifeline and pull yourself out.
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Questions from other members : Real Man's BBQ - Not for metrosexuals or latte drinkers

Question & Answer
Q: Hi I have a Certificate to show I am Australian but I was born in England, will this affect my ability to operate the BBQ ? (ps: I live in the NT
now, so that may work in my favour ?) (PPS: I have shot a water buffalo and eaten it, does that count in my favour even more ? )
A:

18-Dec-09

18-Dec-09

Hey there buddy, it isnt a question of range with this sleek green messenger of death but a question of exposure time. Some of them,
especially if they are into bleaching their fringes, turn to dust almost immediately others take a few minutes, most however, turn back into
retrosexual males, they whack on their wife beater singlets and some skin tight stubbies and slowly begin to slam down the beers, it is at
this stage that the battle is won. The bbq has done its work and peace is restored to the world again.

Q: My beer fridge broke down the other day, I feel my manliness slipping away and have noticed some differences in my behaviour. Yesterday
I used an umbrella on my way to work, clearly this has knocked my manliness down a notch! Would you consider bottling some of the
eucalypt/sausage fat mixture, so that I can get a real man boost. I think a 30ml shot of it would get me over my current dilemma.
A:

18-Dec-09

If youre such a man, why are you searching for skirts ?

Q: At what range or distance - can this spontaneously set tight pink and/or pastelle coloured T shirt wearing metro fags with pyjama print
shorts and upturned collars on fire. This would be highly amusing to me - like some sort of - anti closet ghey obelisk of death.
A:

18-Dec-09

Only good can come of this, only good. Soccer players are mostly metrosexual with the outer fringes being retrosexuals. this bbq will
provide both sides of the scale with a common point to aim for and will unite them as a team of retrosexuals who like playing a girls game.

Q: If you're such a man, why did you sell a skirt in 05?
A:

Answered On

You sir, should be admired by people everywhere, you have taken the plunge and grabbed retrosexualism with both hands and dived in,
warts and all. This bbq would serve to complement you and your lifestyle decisions kind sir.

Q: You seem wise, BBQ man. I am asking this question for a good friend of mine, and I hope you will impart your wisdom. My friend is part of
a soccer club, and they need a BBQ to help with fund raising. Will it cook the kind of food that soccer clubs use? Also, once eaten, will the
food have any affect on the players? They drink a lot of sports drinks, and hug each other a bit.
A:

Item number: 290380235400

Hello there my umbrella using friend. You are asking a bit much but for someone who is at a huge risk of slipping into metrosexualism, an
umbrella on the way to work ! What the hell !!! I will make an exception.

18-Dec-09

Q: gday, bomba here, can you please let me know if coles sausages (you know the ones that burst) will cook OK? Also does it come with
wheels like the supermarket trolleys? That would be good as I could cook and shop at the same time.
A:

How are ya Bomba. Your bang on the money mate, this vessel of retrosexualism has two shopping trolley wheels and would work
awesome in coles. You could whack your snags on and have a bit of a cook up before you even got through the checkout. If you went to
one of those coles that has a liquor store you are set. You sir are a bloody genius.

Q: Hi there, this BBQ sounds great, the winning bidder will be very happy I am sure. But, after looking at the items you have purchased
recently such as a juicer and a few shirts that need explaining I wonder if it is as manly as you say it is?
A:

18-Dec-09

Nice one, that sounds bonza. My choice of charity would have to be the PMH childrens hospital over here in W.A. That is where the next
generation of retrosexual Australians are going to end up after they break their arms climbing trees, falling off bikes or catching sharks. We
need them patched up and back out on the front line. No more of this sitting about all day playing with the wee box ?? its outside doing the
stuff Aussie kids should do.

Q: Mate!, was wondering if you use the 2 barrel or 4 barrel manifold, single plain or dual?? and which would you think would spread the heat
evenly? With the ammount of 2 barrels floating around and easy to get hold of, would this take away from the metrosexual or just the fact
its from a holden be ok?? I have a couple floating around the workshop here and also found some 1/4 inch plate and a 44 drum to make up
a BBQ, All have been pre-greased with mining spec wheel bearing grease and 20w50 oil. Whats your thoughts on my project? Cheers
Cammo
A:

18-Dec-09

How ya doing knackers ? Ive had a gander and there is nothing on the bottom except the carcasses of metrosexuals who ventured too
close to the retrosexual spiders. If anyone reading this knows where dogzilla's bbq is, help the poor fella out.

Q: You have restored my faith in human nature This plastic sanitised world in which we live is so far from reality and here you are discussing
the real issues in life without fear or favour, Excello! I have an idea for you, I believe your super barbie could easily be converted into a $ bill
generator to benefit some worthy cause and to kick it off I shall bid on your auction with the proviso that if I should win you are free to
retain, relist the barbie or whatever you choose provided you donate my winning bid to any worthwhile charity you choose. I have in mind
something that will make life easier for disadvantaged children. If you fancy this idea please post your respons and I shall immediately
return a bid and I am sure we will see the true Ozzie Spirit come to the fore.
A:

18-Dec-09

I understand where you are coming from but by the same token I have to ask you, havent you got better things to do than to be reading
other men's profiles ? Wouldnt it be better to be looking at a chicks profile ? Cmon squidsy, get out of the house and off of the computer,
take back your manhood and grow a pair.

Q: Dear s700s, I had a BBQ like this which was handed down to me from my neighbours....when i recieved a slightly more compact barbeque
left by other neighbour some time later i decided to hand it down to those less fortunate for roadside collection. I noticed it a week later in
the front yard of some guys down the street, who also had a 44 gallon drum, usually on fire during the day (for warmth and rugged tough
renters looks) ..anyways, since they demolished that house recently (with the tenants inside it i presume), i wonder if it had been passed on
to you. It fits your description.....is there a VB sticker on the underside of the left wooden side-bit?... There may also be my spare house
key taped to the inside under the gas nobs....can you let me know if you find it please.
A:

18-Dec-09

18-Dec-09

Gday Cammo, I kinda cheated and have a 350 holley on the donk. I find this helps to provide an even heat to the manifold. Your project is
bound to be a success my friend, make sure you email us some pics.

Q: Hi there, does this BBQ come with extras? RUSTY OLD TONGS - not washed, (EVER) A T!TTY APRON - Don't say well what if a female
cooks on it, this is not an option. Ladies you just keep doing the dishes and leave the smart stuff to the blokes! SUPPLY OF EARWIGS - A
must to provide the pre-cook entertainment as they try and find something cool to stand on whilst the grill is warming up. PETROL - To help
igniting the beast. CHARDONNAY - To help extinguish the beast. Cheers, Dazza.

18-Dec-09

A:

Hi there Dazza, the only chardonay you will find is at some metrosexual hand cream party. I will be happy to throw in a bag of rocks and for
an extra $50 I will add a buy it now rusty old hammer onto ebay. I dont use tongs, I still feel that utensils are a womans domain, fingers are
fine. The earwigs, though fun, would be eaten by the spiders and roaches.

Q: OH MY GOD !!!!! I have no idea how ANYONE could do it - but I had my BBQ - the exact same model...STOLEN. I have to have this.
Please tell me it does not come with wheels. I like to invite babes over, take my shirt off and at the right moment - just pick it up and move
it closer to the esky. I know it would be easier moving the esky but does not have the same effect. The chicks drool. I have run out of gas
many times, but fear not I usually just break a branch and start the old fire underneath it instead. One thing I do wish to ask - is does it
come with any accessories? In particular a Besser block that I can place beside it to throw the Winnie butts in. Can't believe they stole that
too. I have NEVER had a latte' but I do feel my masculinity has waned since the theft of "the old girl" originally bought from Nock and
Kirbys, thrown on the ute and installed (unlevel of course) over a slab of KB. Ahhh!!!! those were the days.
A:

Nice...

Q: I'm taking my old man to brew some beer for Christmas, it will take a couple of weeks to get ready, I'm wondering if that's enough time to
get my missus to walk to your place from Victoria and drag the BBQ back. My other drama is who is going to clean up and attend to my
sausage once she's gone. Cheers
A:

18-Dec-09

Gday cobber, by my calculations you would need to drink 108 slabs on the run in and 58 on the run back out so the bbq should fit by
eleventy six.

Q: G'day, I'll try again, I accidentally hit the enter key with me hooked hand whilst trying to type the previ-arse question - does it do ROAD
KILL ?? We have several small animals now drying out on the bull-bar and need to re-hydrate them and cook 'em real quick, before the
dogs get em. Thanks bro !!
A:

18-Dec-09

Not a worry pal. This will be the jewel in your manliness crown. My only fear is that you may be subject to retrosexushock. This can happen
sometimes and usually mostly affects wives and girlfriends. Take precautions mate, if its not on, its not on...so if she isnt wearing a flannie,
she isnt getting any sugar from daddy.

Q: G,day.. My 85 'Cruiser holds 100 slabs of piss in the back.. If I drive over from the East Coast to pick up the Barby..how many slabs will I
have to drink on the way so it will fit?? I dont want to drink too many...Gotta save some for the run home.
A:

18-Dec-09

No worries there sport. This regulator will smack the gas into the burny bits for you and you will have a steady regular flame. Treat it with
respect as flame can rear up and slap you down. The more naked you are near open flame, the more retrosexual you become.

Q: Mate, I'm desparately needing this item in order to complete my collection of Manly stuff (which I've been collecting since I first shunned
Metrosexualism back in the eighties. I am pleased to see that I have now discovered the one thing that will be the proud 'flagship' of my
collection. I'm a bit worried though coz of the vast distance between you and I (Queensland here) that the prized object may suffer the bbq
equivalent of 'bottle shock'. Can you offer any advice that the couriers can follow in order to make sure the barbie loses none of its special
qualities during the journey? BigMeateaterGuy
A:

18-Dec-09

Yeah mate, she should be right, make sure you buy her a pair of old dunlop volleys from the op shop before she comes over. I dont want
her feet stinking up the place over here.

Q: I see in the features its got a "man sized gas regulator". (Yeah I know only metrosexuals use quotation marks but I'm after this bbq for an
image makeover). My real question is :- Will the man sized gas regulator do it for me, and is there going to be a problem around a naked
flame?
A:

18-Dec-09

Good day to you kind sir. In answer to your question, yes, absolutely, that is what it was built for before the bloody metros made it illegal to

18-Dec-09

buy carcasses from people on the side of the road.
Q: Gday cobber, Im looking at bidding on ya nice Outback bbq for me mate but b4 I do I want your opinion if me mate is saveable from this
bloody metro disease. Ya see he used to have one just like yours, but when he married some scrawny sheila from the city he sold his HQ
ute and bought one of those dinki di AWD kiddie taxis with shiny 20 inch chrome wheels and one of those six foot long stainless
monstrousities with the wok heater/hotplate temp thingamajig. What really worries me is he now he calls prawns shrimps and he now drinks
plonk instead of VB! Can he be saved? I got really worried for him when he took his bluey to the pound because his missus said he might
attack her toy pomeranium. Should we also get him another bluey to get him back on tarck or is he to far gone m8? Pick up aint a problem
unless u reckon it might get damaged cause u see my ute is still full of last years firewood that I never got around to splitting, but it should
be right on top right m8? Ta "Drongo" Dave
A:

How are you Drongo ? Your mate is on the brink and to pull him back needs drastic action. My advice would be to slap him every time he
mis pronounces a word. He says plonk, you slap him and give him a beer. It will take some time but I find a firm hand is sometimes what is
needed.

Q: sorry it looks a bit small i was looking for something i can throw a kangaroo leg some koala steaks and maybe some rabbit. do you have a
larger version? or know of someone selling a wood fired gallon drum BBQ?
A:

18-Dec-09

Sorry bonza, the wood fired drums are bloody hard to come by. This will fix you up, just eat a bit as you go, your not a Kiwi are ya ? they
love to cook up half a zoo and eat it in one sitting.

Q: Hey Mate I really need your advice on a serious problem! I had a feeling the Missus has been cheating on me for a while now. Usual signs,
phone rings, if I answer the caller hangs up, always out with the girls, home late, doesn't want sex, etc. So the other night I went out to my
man shed and hid behind my boat waiting for her to come home. A car turned up around midnight and out she got, adjusting her skirt, pulled
her panties out of her purse and slipped them on. It was at that moment crouched behind the boat I saw it! A hairline crack in the outboard
mounting bracket. Is that something that can be welded? Would this BBQ attract mates with the appropriate welding skills to fix this?
Cheers
A:

18-Dec-09

18-Dec-09

Hi mate, its lucky you came to me when you did. You better get it welded unless you are planning on selling it then you could always just
use some bondcrete. Cheers cobber.
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Questions from other members : Real Man's BBQ - Not for metrosexuals or latte drinkers

Question & Answer
Q: dam got out bid....!!! i got word of this wild auction going on back home by email, so i looked at it and could not help myself but to bid.. the
ship was a little hard to come buy, still working on that..dam somali pirates got to get past them too making me home sick..outback steak
house in usa with its blooming onion just does not cut it once you have experienced the real deal back home..good luck on the auction mate,
you know they dont sell aussie snags over here in usa..we have a snag shortage..bbq without real snags just isnt right either.. but i digress,
qantas im coming home... australia rocks
A:

18-Dec-09

18-Dec-09

How you doing Slates. Nope, latte sickens me but you have to know your enemy. I have gathered intel whilst sitting in my truck ogling
women in low cut tops. I see these bald, earing wearing, fresh tatted "men" sittig back and looking at each others manicured nails instead
of all the talent going past. Know your enemy my friend and then destroy it with a bbq like this one. It fries up metrosexuality and craps out
retrosexuality.

Q: Do you reackon some marinated venison steaks would cook real good on this BBQ?
A:

18-Dec-09

My fingers are crossed, I could almost buy a carton of export !

Q: Hi There. I have been outbid several times on this BBQ as am a serious buyer. Unlike all the other jokers who ask these dumb questions.
Mate, I think they are pulling the piss out of you. It's just not right. But then again, how do you have such a great knowledge of Latte? Are
you a wolf in sheeps/carramar clothing...cheers, slates
A:

18-Dec-09

Hi there sport. It might be easier if the bbq carried you and your bike on it ? You could possibly rig up a sail ?

Q: Slates here, OK I see your point on the "knowing your enemy bit" and are humbled by it. But bids up to $17.50 already!!...May even go
over the $20 mark!!...But what would you do with such a windfall???..cheers slates
A:

Answered On

thankyou my stateside friend. We will be waiting here with snags and beers

Q: I'm sort of half interested..................................................do you think I can carry it on my bike ?
A:

Item number: 290380235400

I dont know ? Is that a meat ? What was it called when it was alive ? Strewth cobber, I would love to help you out but I honestly dont know.
I know meat tastes good cooked on there ?

18-Dec-09

Q: G'day mate.I'm from Qld where men are men,every real man up here has a BBQ just like this pearler.I have a friend down in Vic who goes
by the nickname of "Yabbie".Maaate I'm scared for him...I think he likes men and lattes! If I buy him this BBQ do you think it will save him
and turn him back onto woman with big firm boobs? I'm fairly sure if he stood around this BBQ and sunk a few tinnies and told some stories
about old girlfriends he might come good. He also tries to hunt Samber,but always shoots the Hinds up the rear.I think this started him
down the path to wickedness. I just hope it's not too late.I'm certain the Real Man's BBQ will lead him back onto the right track.
A:

Hows it going squidsy ? This bbq will definately retrosexualise him but if he digs the fellas there is not much that this machine will do for him.
You see, retrosexualism is good for any male, be they hetero or have a heterosexual deficit. He might start driving his billy cart on this side
of the road again but he might not. Either way this bbq would be an investment in his future and will ensure that when you go to his place to
watch the cricket he wont smell of moisturiser.

Q: my question is this. why are u selling it ?? dont tell me u have been forced by a female of the species to upgrade to one of those
metrosexual , wok burner, shiney hooded beasts that u eluded too prior?? say it isnt so!!
A:

18-Dec-09

Personally I go for the goodness in one corner but I have heard tell of folks coastering up the corners to level it up to get a better quality
and more even spread of grease. There are pros and cons with both options here, I live for a grease puddle so you have the option of deep
fried meat as well as pan fried but the choice is yours. Cooked or not cooked, the retrosexual way.

Q: Have an old tarago van or newer pajero. Not utes, but will they be ok for pickup? Problem with dog. Its a toy poodle....
A:

18-Dec-09

Most definately not, your 55 gallon drum is quaint and will thrill the pants off of the ladies. One day you will graduate to the manifold of a
holden engine like me. You just havent tasted a snag until you can taste unleaded soot.

Q: A quick one for you, Does the BBQ neeed to leveled with coasters or do you just let all the goodness run to one corner?
A:

18-Dec-09

Greeting my politically minded pal. As tempted as I am to say yes to your request, Im afraid I cant up and go just yet. You see, I have
responsibilities here, things that just cant wait, for instance I have to drink another 4 beers before I retire for the night and tomorrow Ive
been planing on heading up the beach for a perve. I would be happy to assist your choice of courier (by assist I mean give them the pickup
address). Kind regards

Q: An Aussi friend of mine sent me your offering as a PDF file and I started to read some of the questions and found them truly fantastic. Your
views on Metrosexualizum and how to save our manhood are inspiring. I do have one concern however, I currently have a bbq made from a
55 gal drum cut in half with 4 mm rebar welded to form the grating but the wife is after me to get a new one. I started to build one in the
yard complete with an attached sink and chimney for the smoke. I am half done but have decided to scrap the project and keep my drum
instead. Do you think it is too much, I don’t want to be accused of be a barbarian, manhood is one thing but is a 55 gal drum just too
primitive?
A:

18-Dec-09

It isnt. Im using my Holden engine manifold for all my grease based cook ups.

Q: Sir, If I were to win this item, could you deliver it to Capital Hill, Canberra on my behalf? I feel the need to donate this magnificent latte
smashing specimen to Parliament. I may also include several spoonfuls of cement with my donation.
A:

18-Dec-09

18-Dec-09

No problem mate, take the puppy up to the vet and $25 later you will be on your way to retrosexual self actualization. Tarago or Pajero are
ok but not the best choice given the circumstances.

Q: I think it's fanastic that you are enabling this BBQ to be a living creature, I mean how else are we going to build our immune systems up.
Just a small question though.....Does it come with a tin of instant coffee??. I would be very interested if the tin is one of those 5 kg tins with
the special foil top.

18-Dec-09

A:

Sorry knackers, no instant coffee. It does come with a bunch of spiders and heaps of old sausage fat though if that is any help ?

Q: hello there, been watchin this an come to the realisation that you speak too good to be a real retrosexual.. now shave of the fake muttons,
chuck'em on that hot plate with the mullet too.. a bit of baa & reef, a real man's feed.. now excuse me whilst i go and change the nappies
on my boys, then tattoo the missus.
A:

Nice one cobber, your realisations are great. My muttons are like steel wool, my mullet stronger than a potato and the sheep I just tore
apart with my bear hands (taken from a real bear) is cooking away on the aforementioned bbq right now. Animals taste great.

Q: Has the Spider's been properly trained to keep away from the fire or uncooked food? We do not want them to get burnt of get food
poisoning.
A:

18-Dec-09

Thanks digger. I will say that there is a good chance we might give him a bit but all in good fun and once we share the carton he brings with
him to pick it up, all will be good.

Q: You're a bloody Aussie icon, I'm a retired Veteran, living for the past 13 yrs in QLD after 20 yr in the territory. I already have a BBQ that
rivals yours, but one of my sons lives in Perth and I am emailing this link to him. My question is that if he wins this item are you going to
hassle him when he picks it up? He is only 6 foot and a pickhandle and a half across but is blond and very little facial hair.
A:

18-Dec-09

Only if you supply the ship.

Q: You're a bloody Aussie icon, I'm a retired Veteran, living for the past 13 yrs in QLD after 20 yr in the territory. I already have a BBQ that
rivals yours, but one of my sons lives in Perth and I am emailing this link to him. My question is that if he wins this item are you going to
hassle him when he picks it up? He is only 6 foot and a pickhandle and a half across but is blond and very little facial hair.
A:

18-Dec-09

Relax my friend. This bbq is so retro it doesnt even have measurements. The plate is big, rusty, heavy and greasy as hell. Thats about all
the measurments I have been able to get from it.

Q: hey mate, im australian in usa and i recon i could sell this .. hope you dont mind if i use it a few times first merry xmas.. oh and can we
share shipping???
A:

18-Dec-09

Thanks for your question my Gerro living buddy. This bbq will attract retrosexuals from as far away as Meekathara to your humble abode.
Shiny things glint in your eyes and remind most retrosexuals of the paparazi so they shun shiny and go for rusty and dark. Rusty and dark
are the two things that this magnificent item has in spades. You will be the talk of the town, retros will swarm to your place and the missus
better lift her game and let you bbq in the house if you want.

Q: Hi what size is it, if its a metric size it would be too metro for me. Being a real man I only eat meat off a barby that has imperial
measurements with a 1/4 inch thick hot plate. Same as my cars and bikes, if they are metric they are too gay.
A:

18-Dec-09

The spiders are smarter than most Tasmanians so they will probably keep away from the fire but Im making no promises.

Q: I have recently moved from a metrosexual area of Perth (not my fault the missus liked the cafes) to Geraldton and was wondering if this
icon of Australian manliness would help me to fit in with the crayfishers, miners and other assorted flanno wearing knockabouts who haunt
this area. There's too many shiny things in and around the house at the moment and I think this is scaring them off? P.S. Does crayfish go
with eucalyptus?
A:

18-Dec-09

Thanks digger. I will say that there is a good chance we might give him a bit but all in good fun and once we share the carton he brings with
him to pick it up, all will be good.

18-Dec-09

Q: Being a Saffo, I know a real man uses real wood for a 'braai' (that's 'BBQ' to you). I might fly this 'BBQ' to SA, for 'diversity', and was
wondering if this here BBQ of yours would be biased in its distribution of heat to my meat and sausages since it's from Australia, especially
during those games where Australia is loosing against the Springboks or Proteas. I don't want to own a spiteful BBQ, you see. What kind of
attitude can one expect from this BBQ?
A:

18-Dec-09

Howzit Saffo fella ? You should stop being such a bakvissie. This bbq is not racist, sexist or homophobic, so you are fine. It has no spite, it
is beyond that level of emotion. It is a creator and a nurturer brining out the retrosexual inner light from all of us. Should you be the lucky
owner I will make sure the bbq gets you out of your broekie and into some broek.
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Questions from other members : Real Man's BBQ - Not for metrosexuals or latte drinkers

Question & Answer
Q: More a statement - Awesome man Awesome! :)
A:

17-Dec-09

17-Dec-09

G'day Goat. If it is under 5% it is bloody lemonade. As for your theory on Bundy, it is wrong and I think you may be a metrosexual trying to
mess with us retrosexuals. No bloody chance ace.

Q: I've slept with lots of chicks starting from the age of 3. I drink only full strength beer. I have a porn collection that would make Ron Jeremy
blush. I know how to fix cars before all that electric and plastic bull they put in them these days. Football is my blood. I wear shorts that will
show you more crack than Amy Winehouse. I have a tattoo of a naked indian chick on my arm. Everyone knows me at the pub. My missus
is blonde. I guess my question is, how old is it and can it cook eggplant?
A:

17-Dec-09

How they hanging digger. Nope, he can borrow my mirkin, my kidney or even my double pluggers but he aint borrowing my bbq. This icon is
something that only a person aiming for true retrosexual nirvana will buy. It cannot be lent, it would be like loaning your soul. What would
happen if he washed the plate or worse still seasoned it with coriander and dill ? What if one of me kids ate a contaminated snag and
started turning metro ? I just cant take those sort of chances with Australias future.

Q: Hey mate, Its only a real bbq if you have cleaned it with beer over 5% alcohol in strength, if its had any of them pufta drinking hahn light
pussy drinkers around it, I aint interested. Please confirm it has been used by Real men drinking REAL BEER and not some shandy
drinking, "bundy rum" bum boy, chelsea 1/2 pint pussy. Tha t may clarify my interest. Cheers The GOAT.
A:

Answered On

Thank you kind sir. Were here, were retro, get used to it !

Q: Oh fearless protector of the greasy BBQ and retrosexualism, I have a question for you. Don’t you think you should allow the man whose
friend traded his faithful chariot for a Prius and threatens to take tapas to the cricket, to borrow this icon? The danger I can see is, should
his masculinity not be restored in time, he will go to the cricket with a frilly woven basket filled with tapas and dainty little cappuccino
cookies clutched under his arm. This will make the waxed metrosexual wonders feel far too masculine in his presence. Should he now also
be sipping Perrier water with a straw, it may well be the last straw. The danger to the WACA culture as we know it may be destroyed as
the waxed wonders may resort to exchanging their metrosexual big white runners and very short lycra ballerina socks for patent leather
high heels and fish net stockings, just to compete him.
A:

Item number: 290380235400

I dunno how old it is cobber but I would say pretty bloody old. Ive never tried eggplant on it as cooking vegetables is the first sign of

17-Dec-09

metrosexualism. Meat, meat, beer, sauce, beer, bread, sauce. They are the 6 food groups. You are so close to being retrosexual but you
have a major chink in your armour. Give up the fruity fruit and get back on the wagon.
Q: I have found the training video for this equipment. It can be found at youtube dot com/watch?v=vq2SOmwzjUU
A:

Alas, my friend, I cannot watch any movie on the internet unless it is pornographic. thanks anyway but instructions are so metro.

Q: I am half a bees dick away from making a bid; is the gas bottle authentic or is it one of them Gas Bottle Exchange things that you can get
from where you can buy your Wild Bean Lattes and Sunday Times (on Sundays)?. I can only bid if the brass bleed screw on the gas bottle
is butchered to the max and will only open and close with a pair of disjointed and rusty multigrips. I am not suggesting that your BBQ is not
dinky di nor that it is some kind of closet George Foreman Grill just waiting to "come out", but if the Gas Bottle isn't on the same team as
the BBQ then there simply can be no bid! Please ease my worried mind ol' Chopster (if you don't I'll have to get my mate Les Norton
around to sort you out).
A:

17-Dec-09

My advice to you is to get hold of this bbq or something similar as quickly as you can ! You need help and are teetering on the brink of
metrosexual destruction. A tree is a tree mate, cmon, unless you need to know something, get it out of your head and erase it forever with
alcohol.

Q: G'day s700s, I'm the owner of the black Ford Territory & the greyhound sized BBQ...the subject of an earlier question. The concern my
hairy backed mate has shown is very endearing. I would like to reciprocate the good deed so I was wondering if you had more than one
BBQ available? Or perhaps an equally effective talisman of retrosexuality such as an old pair of thongs or an empty VB carton with cricket
stumps drawn on the front. The reason is he recently rejected an offer to go to Rotto on my old man's boat between xmas and N/Y with
some drunkard mates to swill booze and perve on sunbathing chicks on the beach through binocs. He preferred to work right through to get
a big fat bonus (and cuddle) from his boss. Our trips to Rotto are the retrosexual equivalant of muzzo's trekking to Mecca. I think you would
agree he has taken the homo/metro option and is in dire need of some Aussieness P.S. I don't have granite bench tops, his low protein
Carramar diet must have affected his eyesight.
A:

17-Dec-09

No. I cannot. Vegetarianism is offensive. We fought long and hard to get to the top of the foodchain and this is what you do ? Sorry buddy
but you sicken me.

Q: Good Afternoon. I can't see from the picture, but is that Eucalyptus cinerea or Eucalyptus perriniana? Not that it really matters, but even the
mere fact I know there is a difference between one gum tree or another has convinced me I need this BBQ to recapture the former glory
that was my manhood. Please help before I start preferring a nice glass of chardonnay at the Twenty20 match after work, to 25+ beers at
the Boxing Day Test.
A:

17-Dec-09

Your plan, though cunning, probably wont work. You see, you may break a nail during the transfer thus rendering your plan failed.

Q: hi im a vegetarian... could you supply new hotplates with the bbq that havent had meat on them ??
A:

17-Dec-09

You can count on me matey. You cannot even identify the screw on bit as a screw on bit, it looks more like some chewing gum has been
shoved on there. The gas bottle is authentic as they come and so bloody ocka that I swear it says strewth when you turn it on.

Q: Hi there Barbecue seller. Let me first thank you for all the effort you have put into this magnificent venture. I do have a question, actually,
it's more of a cunning plan. You see, I wish to lure every single cashed up Bogan north of the Swan to their untimely deaths. After my white
wine spritzer & salmon pate today, do you think if I hooked up this BBQ to my Peugeot 308 Touring, would I be able to get the Bogans to
follow me to Docker River, thence to be placed into the same pens as the camels & shot ? I would make a bid but I need to have this
information first before doing so.
A:

17-Dec-09

Sorry my friend but the news is not good. Anyone rejecting beer, perving and mates for any reason is beyond our help. He has to hit rock

17-Dec-09

bottom and this usually means listening to the Kyle and Jackie O show and getting himself one of those handbag dogs and wearing
sneakers with no socks. Once he is destroyed however, you can start to rebuild him. The road ahead is long and hard but if you help him
out, he can make it.
Q: Could a girl bid for this barbie? i have a few single girl friends and we all keep meeting latte drinking boys. Would the barbie attract real
blokes?
A:

This bbq would have retrosexual blokes hanging around you like flies. Not only will it ensure you find yourself a fine fella but probably you
will be able to find several. The best thing to do as a female when you meet a latte sipper is to either throw it in his face and burn some
sense into him or to enquire if his boyfriends drink lattes too. Some men are under the false impression that shaved heads, earings in both
ears and knowing what a creme brulee is, is somehow attractive to women. I know the truth, skin tight stubby shorts, a cold stubbie of beer
and thongs gets a girls heart a racin every time.

Q: Hi there, I'd like to bid but my partner but I currently drive a late model Corolla and have a Maltese/Shitszu cross (we clipped his nails and
combed him last night). Would this pedestrian front wheel drive make it up your driveway? And would my vehicle and four-legged friend be
a fitting tribute/vessel to this item?
A:

17-Dec-09

You will never be excluded, I have and exclusive inclusion policy. Nope, the green colour would set off both the mould under your house and
your dancing eyes.

Q: Gidaye mate, I am working in Sumbawa Indonesia where I have estableshed the crackatinnie lean two bar.The establishment has a twin
Barbecue similar to yours but it is covered in pork fat from the snags, this keeps the local ragheads ( as it is forebidden to eat pork )away
from this location as they will even steal your fingers when you shake hands. Anyway back to the barby, the one I have actually saved me
when the Sunami hit a couple years ago, I was able to use the barby as a floating device and it provided me with a bit of tucker,namely the
pig fat,also my icon barby is of the female variety, thats why I call it Barby, better than Ken don't you think? WTF is a LATTE?????????
A:

17-Dec-09

I think it may be too late Punna. The raised finger is a definate sign that your mate has not only turned the corner but gone over the hill and
is visiting the tapas bar on the other side. He needs a mans bbq and he needs it now. Hide all of his moisturiser and forbid him from
watching any more Grays Anatomy. A strict diet of greasy snags and beer, preferably VB will sort him out and help to ease him out of his
metrosexual addiction. Thank God he has good mates like you to sort him out. Retrosexually yours.

Q: Hello kind sir, I'm a sheila and I'm worried that if I put a bid in you'll know that I'm a sheila and the bid will be excluded. Can you please
reassure me? Also can I get the pollen/sausage fat in a different colour? If not do you think the green colour shown in the picture would
clash with the nice gree/blue mould I have growing under my house?
A:

17-Dec-09

Hello there cobber. I notice you point out that you own a Maltese/Shitszu cross and although stating this fact does indicate you have some
metrosexualism flowing through your veins, there is hope. Your dog is a mutt and a mutt is a mans best friend. I dont think your Corolla
would make it through Carramar, let alone up the driveway. Why not trade it in for an early model holden or a 4wd ? a real 4wd mind you,
something from before 1986. I hope you can trade up in time to win this bbq, it can save you from what you are becoming. Stop the rot,
retrosexualise now !

Q: Dear cobber, I have a mate that at first glance, appears to be a real man. He likes to cook on his bbq, drinks lots of beers and I'm pretty
sure likes to shag the odd shelia, however a couple of weeks ago I spotted him downing his carlton draught with his pinky sticking right up
in the air! Like it was a friggen lipton tea commercial. From reading your responces I know your are well versed in the spotting of a metro.
In your opinion, do you think my friend is turning? and if so, will this bbq be enough to bring him back? Regards, Punna
A:

17-Dec-09

Latte is kinda like coffee but lame as hell. Im glad you survived the Tsunami and can live to tell the tale. I find pork fat goes best with willow
leaves.

17-Dec-09

Q: Hi there, I'm a female, but it's been my lifelong dream to become a man. Will this bbq help me reach my dream?
A:

Definately, you can gaffa tape on a sausage in the right position and stand around drinking stubbies pointing at the bbq. Too easy.

Q: I barrack for Collingwood, does that make me elligible me to have a bid on this magnificent specimen of culinary class?
A:

16-Dec-09

Help is at hand my efeminate friend and there is still time for you to be saved. First off, movies about relationships arent all bad, I have a
romantic favourite that I watch over and over again. Perhaps you could rent it with your missus and watch it, it is okay to cry. The movie is
Mad Max II and it is totally romantic when he feeds his dog the left over food and ignores the starving human pilot of the funny looking
plane. Im getting misty just typing this and Im proud to be a man that can cry. This bbq will resolve the majority of your issues but as for
your old bbq, the only solution is to bury it in the backyard under a half dozen stubbies and a worn out copy of "leyland brothers magazine".
The Australian earth will leach out and dissipate it's crapness, the stubbies will discourage anyone from digging it up and using it again and
the Leyland Brother Magazine is an excellent offering to put back some Aussie back into the Aussie earth. I hope you can get the help you
need.

Q: Gudaymaitowyagowin.... What sort of spiders come with this antique? If it's a real man's BBQ they must be deadly!
A:

17-Dec-09

Hello there my heterosexually challenged friend. Yes, this bbq could quite possibly help you score with chicks. But if you dont drive your billy
cart on that side of the road, why try to pick them up ? This bbq would also help you to snag yourself a retro fella and would in turn make
you more retrosexual yourself. A persons sexual preferences have no bearing on whether or not they are metrosexual. As far as I can see,
metrosexualism is a disease and its treatment is retrosexualism. If you do pull yourself a retrosexual fella, you might have problems down
the track when deciding who has to get who the next stubbie or whose job it is to cook up the sausages and chops on the bbq. Rest
assured however, you wont be arguing about who gets the next stubbie whilst sharing a plate of tapas and sipping on a soy double decaf
latte with lemon spritzer chaser. The bbq would of done its work.

Q: I've already got a BBQ, but I recently watched a movie about relationships and a woman who's adopted... and I cried. The wife barely
caught it out of the corner of her bleary eyes, but the damage is done. I've been drunking as many beers a day as I can since, but even by
brewing my own beers out of steel shavings and ground-up ninjas, I can't shake the feeling that the next time I accidentally use her
deodorant I may start to enjoy shopping, bragging about my toddler's latest feats and/or tips on getting rid of stubborn stains. My question
to you is, can purchasing this extraneous BBQ somehow save my manhood? What should I do with the old one, set it out on the verge with
a sign on it that says, "Does NOT guaranteed manhood"? Is there a Buy It Now price? Please... I'm finding myself experiencing the
strongest urge to re-arrange my tool shed to be more colour-coordinated.
A:

17-Dec-09

Hello. Yes of course you can bid on the item but as you do barrack for Collingwood and the price is already above $6, not to be offensive
but it would seem you would not be able to afford that amount. Unless of course you didnt buy yourself a new flannie shirt this year or cut
back on the winnie blues to 6 packs a day ? If all else failed you could just go barefoot to centrelink and the TAB next year instead of
wearing ugg boots ?

Q: Hi, I'm a homosexual... but feel like something different now... would this help me score with a chick?
A:

17-Dec-09

16-Dec-09

Whatsup, the spiders have absorbed the awesomeness and masculinity to such a point that one bite from them would probably give you
super powers. I know I was bitten one footy season and was unable to move from the couch for the entire weekend and developed
awesome mental powers that allowed me to hypnotically suggest to the missus to keep bringing me beers. It was awesome.
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Questions from other members : Real Man's BBQ - Not for metrosexuals or latte drinkers

Question & Answer
Q: Hello custodian of the peoples BBQ, being a former resident of Carramar, would I be wrong in the assumption that this BBQ has acquired
some of it’s awesomeness just from sitting in your manly Carramar backyard? I am very much interested in acquiring this for an unfortunate
friend of mine who lives south of the river who has a greyhound bus sized metrosexualised Granite benchtoped.... (I can’t even bring myself
to say the word) barbeque. If I arranged some sort of family & friends Retrosexual intervention & got him to pick it up, can I assume that
this BBQ is so awesome that it can handle the trip south attached to his Black metrosexual Ford Territory’s tow ball, bearing in mind he
may have some issues heading down the Mitchell FWY with his cruise control.
A:

16-Dec-09

16-Dec-09

Thanks for your advice Hans. There is no need to be so defensive, it is okay that you have tried a latte, moisturised your hands and
dressed in tight fitting lycra and pretended to go cycling. I dont need this bbq anymore, I have retrosexualised myself to such a point that
my feet look like thongs, my sideburns and mullet are long and strong and my stubbies would have to be surgically removed. I want to
spread the love and save another guy from the hell that is metrosexualism. Dont fear change, embrace it.

Q: this would have to be the most interesting auction on ebay... though i do have to question your origins are a fellow community member im
concerned with the growing number of poms swamping the area, and faking the aussie way of life, letting their children of all ages roam the
streets all hours of the night whilst they cook their franfurts on our bbqs and sip their dark brews.... a concerned local ps good job at
spreading the homemade aussie marinade, lets hope it is a cure for some of the diseases that have immigrated into australia.
A:

Answered On

You would be completely right in that assumption my friend. The bbq would probably be able to tow your unfortunate friend and his "car"
should the need arise. I would give you one word of advice though, make sure your friend eases into this bbq, his granite benchtopped
"bbq" is so metrosexual, so offensive and so lame that the awesomeness overload could be too much for him and may lead to him cracking
and taking up soduko.

Q: A real man doesn't sell his BBQ he simply shifts it to the side and uses it for a side table, get a grip bloke cancel the Tofu burger and get
focused go down the tip and find the matching pair they would look a treat on Australia day.
A:

Item number: 290380235400

I hear you my friend. Australia is under attack from things like frankfurts, channel 9, corn and bran. These things are not natural and dont
belong here. Sure, I love multiculturalism as much as the next fellow but I draw the line when it is something I dont understand or it doesnt
affect me personally. Im sure I saw a documentary once where english children sang songs and cleaned chimneys. Why cant we go back
to these days ? Surely a singing child is a happy child and it is much better than roaming the streets with ballcaps on backwards whilst their
parents sit around cooking german sausage and crying about losing the cricket.

16-Dec-09

Q: I need an altar to sacrifice small animals and the odd virgin on. Would this BBQ serve a dual purpose sacrificial altar / real mans BBQ ? I'm
a bit concerned that the virgin blood may rust the hotplate !
A:

Fear not kind sir. This bbq would make a fantastic sacrificial alter and having thought about it, I believe that virgins blood would surely make
the meat taste meatier and the snags taste snaggier. The small animals could be an issue but perhaps if you were to shave them first ?

Q: Good day to you sir. I applaud you on your quest to to save the Australian way and prevent the nation from destroying itself unknowingly.
However there is one question I feel that must be asked and this purely due to the photo you have presented on your site.Admittedly I am
not wearing my beer goggles due to the restrictions of the current working requirements. Another biproduct of the path we are heading
down. Anyway the point I wish to address is... The origin of said BBQ. Is it or is it not a locally produced masterpiece or is it in fact some
foreign knockoff masquerading as the genuine article. Yours in war against the scourge.
A:

16-Dec-09

Whats happening sizzlechest ? Nope, there is no teleportation service with this unit. It is so retrosexual, so masculine, so amazing that if it
was to be placed too close to somewhere like northbridge or fremantle where metrosexuality began in W.A. Im afraid that the results could
be disasterous.

Q: Shame, shame, shame! you need a clip under the ear boy! You gone stark ravin'? You gonna need this. All those freeloaders will be on
your doorstep in a couple of weeks. OK, so you been hit by the GFC? Well so have all of us, but you don't go sellin' off the heirlooms just
willy nilly. Think of your future and what about your kids. Come on mate, from one sandgroper to another, get a grip!
A:

16-Dec-09

Without question. Women pretend to be attracted to moisturiser smelling, highly groomed, stubble wearing freaks. But lets face it, women
want only one thing. A man to let them know how it is going to be and when it is going to be. This bbq screams masculinity and your
heterosexually challenged friend will definately pull hot chicks with this little ripper. Especially if he wears his double pluggers (going out
thongs) when he is on the pull.

Q: Carramar is a fair way from Southern River there Cobber. Do it include tele-barbie-portation or something?
A:

16-Dec-09

Good morrow fine lady. Your husbands sex drive would be directly linked to his lack of appropriate bbq facilities. I think that if you were to
purchase this iconic item and present it to your husband, he will want nothing more than to cook up sausages & chops whilst sucking back a
stubbie. If, and I know this is a big ask, but if you were to get said stubbie for him from the fridge whenever he looked thirsty, his sex drive
will initially increase but the more stubbies you get for him you will find that there will be a proportionate decrease in sexual attentions
directed at you. These days of political correctness and metrosexualism, your husbands only outlet for his natural male urges is sexual
expressionism. With another retrosexual outlet available to him the natural male urges will be reduced.

Q: I have a colleague at work that is single and looking for hot birds, preferably 25 - 30. Will this bbq help him?
A:

16-Dec-09

Thankyou for your kind thoughts and regards. This is an all Australian masterpiece. Made from Aussie steel and forged in the heart of an
Aussie fire.

Q: Hi BBQ man, I will only bid on this BBQ if you can promise me it will decrease my husband's sex drive. I don't care about the old grease,
the pollen etc. I only want it if he will stand outside all day cooking meat and sausages and stop trying to hit me up. If this BBQ won't do
that, what will stop him from being randy as a little 16 year old? You seem to be a man of advice. What wise words can you offer me?
A:

16-Dec-09

16-Dec-09

Howdy there partner, no need to fret, Im cooking up my snags on the manifold of my HJ wagon engine. Ive upgraded and those freeloaders
can try the new exhaust fume flavoured sausage grease. This isnt a sale to make money, it is a community service to help out all those
metrosexuals find some retrosexuality.

Q: Hi, the Doc says i'm lacking in the iron department (definately not the ironing department). Can you assure me I will find sufficient flaking
rust deposits on the plate to counteract my deficiency?

16-Dec-09

A:

G'day there Chops. You wont find any rust on this baby, she is as sure footed as a mountain goat. Possible just standing near it you may
absorb some of it's steel toughness and this could be enough to tilt the scales in your favour and give you the relief you need from your
deficiency.

Q: Hi there from Queensland. Does this masterpiece BBQ have a slow burner control on the knobs as you well know, we up here in banana
bender country are slow in everything. I'm writing to you slowly so that I dont make a mistake so cold you please reply in slow type so I can
red it properly. I dont know what a latte is or in fact a metrosexual but believe me ther are a lot of weirdos moving into this State. Mostly
Victorians and South Aussies. Can you guarantee that neither of these relative-loving, window licking State-hoppers have previously owned
this wonderful piece of Australian history. Cheers. Harold
A:

Howzit cobber ? Qld truly is gods own country, you are right to fear the state hopper freaks and weirdos from Victoria & South Australia. I
think they invented latte and mochacino ! I can definately assure you that even if some genetic throwback owned this masterpiece, their
very touching it would have caused them physical pain. This bbq has a soul of its own and would repel all metrosexualism plus genetic
disorders like being south australian. It doesnt have a slow button as such but it does have a valve that can be opened as slowly as you
like. I hope I typed slowly enough for you to read and that the answer was the answer you were looking for. Keep fighting the good fight,
you guys lost against the cane toads but you will win against the state hoppers !

Q: If I start using this BBQ will the missis again fetch me a cold one as she did before we took to Latte and Tapas? I am not sure she will don
a Mirkin again, but fetching a tinny will be a good start.
A:

15-Dec-09

G'day there cobber... Unfortunately, no, it cannot cook this pie you speak of. It can cook bacon and eggs and if you wanted to whack some
bread on the plate to soak up the grease, you could slap all that good gear in between it and call it a egg and bacon pie I suppose ?

Q: G'day mate. This question comes from a Yank in the states and I was a wondering how many of those bar-b's that you have? Because if
you could season them like that and with your way with words, I just may be able to import them and start a business. Yes, those are a
real man's barbie sir and I'd like to get my hands on one, or two, or three? Don't worry about shipping as I could smuggle them out in the
boot of some XY's that I am buying and shipping to the states for my business. Cheers, Cletis Nester
A:

15-Dec-09

Fret not my dear friend. I am going further retrosexual that you can imagine. I have an old HJ Wagon engine hooked up, I run it for a half
hour or so and whack my snags on the manifold and cook them that way. I sit around the old engine and tell the kids stories about great
Aussie blokes like Boonie and Kim Klisters whilst sucking back tinnies. The bbq is a reminder of what I once was, now, what I hope to
become is the ultimate ocka. My dream is to one day kill some small animal and cook it out on the road, using a stick before chucking it in a
bun with some tomato sauce and washing it down with 54 beers, just like the Boonie.

Q: everything about this is priceless. does it cook egg and bacon pie?...(real men don't eat quiche)
A:

15-Dec-09

Absolutely, I know that Metro is in and Retro is out but deep down, I know that the ladies dig a man with sideburns that knows how to
handle his sausages. This bbq should bring back those heady days when your missus was only too happy to grab you a beer and dont you
worry, once the beer comes, there will be no need for a mirkin, it will be the seventies at your place all over again !

Q: Old Mate, me and the boys are starting to worry about you. we would never dream of selling our manly extentions off and could never do it.
it would be like chopping our manhood out and throwing it to the magpies and are suspicious that you may be turning to the dark side??
please explain to us how you are going to maintain your own retrosexuality once you have sold it down the road for a few bucks.
A:

15-Dec-09

Hello there my brother from another mother. In Australia we have billions of bbq's, some old, some new, most of them luckily are very much
like this one. Im sure we could work something out to help you yanks to regain your maleness and throw off the shackles of metrosexuality
once and for all. I saw the way your current leader smashed that fly to bits on the telly. That my friend, despite the moisturised and
manicured hands, is a sign of a retrosexual and I believe that behind closed doors, Obama will have a bbq just like this one that he stands
around cooking up snags for his missus and the kids. I would not be surprised if he sucks back a cold one while cooking snags in his

15-Dec-09

stubbies and wife beater singlet. The bbq's will come apart and should easily fit in the boot of those XY's. We would have to think about
opening a major distribution network over there in the states though, I feel that these bbq's will sell like hotcakes. I can see it now on
thanksgiving, xmas & 4th of July, reformed metrosexuals, retrosexually cooking up some snags, sucking on a stubbie and wearing thongs.
What a beautiful world it could be.
Q: A bloke I know was recently patted on the b um by a caffe latte double whipped soy pressed hairless type and now he's sold his
Landcruiser and is driving a Prius !! If I buy this piece of David Boon sculpted, testosterone building super icon, can you swear that he'll
stop waxing his stuff and get back behind the wheel of a real mans rig. Hoping for a quick response 'cause the 3rd test is starting soon and
he wants to bring tapas around !!
A:

Sweet Jesus, you got hold of us just in time. Your mate needs help, quickly, he is losing his blokeness and is going totally metro. The pat on
the ass from the latte drinker may have been the critical incident but in my experience this metrosexuality that he is expressing would have
been there, always, latent and just waiting for a chance to pop up it's shaven, pierced, moisturiser smelling head. The bbq can assist you
and your mate in many ways. First off, I have to be honest with you and tell you right off the bat that it wont stop him waxing his junk. Once
you get on that merry go round there is no getting off. The best we can hope for at this stage is that your mate will see the error of his
ways and go get himself a nice mirkin. On the upside, he will get one splash of the molten sausage fat mixed with the special blend of
eucalypt and instantly want to burn his hybrid car and get back into his old rig. He will grow his sideburns and want to crack a stubbie and
watch the cricket. He will hurl the tapas on the floor or give it to less fortunates (anyone who likes Kasey Chambers). His testosterone
levels will surge and he will attempt to seize back his manhood. Watch out though, some of the things he has lost will take time to get back.
This bbq will get your mate back from the clutches of metrosexualism but retrosexualism does take time.

Q: Hi, if i buy this REAL mans BBQ will it make me a bigger man? i must admit i've once had a latte drink and i'm ashamed. please help.
A:

14-Dec-09

Absolutely, we will throw in several bags full of eucalypt flavourings and a very generous scraping of sausage grease to enable, no,
empower you to bbq on target, on time, first time, every time. Sausagetastic !

Q: Hi does this BBQ come with a gas bottle ? Also is it safe to pick up from Carramar ? I've heard I may get robbed there and have been
recommended by a friend to leave my dog at home. I was thinking of not wearng shoes or pants so I blend in with the locals, do you think
this will work ?
A:

14-Dec-09

Never fear my metrosexualised buddy... This bbq will transform you from a latte sipping ponce into the incredibly retrosexual bloke that you
truly are. This bbq not only represents a place for you to cook delicious treats for your friends and family but also a place where you can be
reborn again as a man in a shower of sausage fat, lamb chop grease and beer. Godspeed to you my friend.

Q: Now I know that every fella has a secret ingrediant for making that meat on the bbq taste extra special and I am assuming that your
specially formulated eucalypt and sausage fat mix is one of these. But if I were to purchase this great icon of the lost aussie male and
found that this eucalypt mix was too my and me mates taste bud pleasure. Would you kindly throw in the rough amounts of sausage fat to
eucalypt mix so I can then gain that knowledge and add it to my brain bank for a unique aussie bbq taste sensation.
A:

15-Dec-09

11-Dec-09

The gas bottle will be thrown in so you can start cooking up those snags right away. Carramar is a dodgy area but only because it is full of
metrosexuals. Grow yourself a set of mutton chops, dont shower for the rest of the week and definately no pants and you will blend right in
(you are female though right ?).

Q: Hi there, I was wondering you would be so kind as to come around and educate me in the use of this culinery masterpiece, should I be
lucky enough to be the highest bidder. I don't know who the moron is that asked you to clean it...for shame on you! Further, I was
wondering if we could forgo the usual monetary transaction that Ebay imposes on us and come to a gentlemans agreement. I'll give you my
first born (he's a noisy messy little prick) in exchange for this extension of my manhood. If interested please contact me. I like purple
mirkens.

11-Dec-09

A:

Ahh Mirkens, there is a word you dont hear enough of in this masculine unfriendly society. We would be happy to come round and learn you
a thing or two about cooking up a feast on this little ripper. No need for your first born though, just throw on a couple of slabs and buy us a
pair of thongs.
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Questions from other members : Real Man's BBQ - Not for metrosexuals or latte drinkers

Question & Answer

Answered On

Q: The hot plate looks a little dirty. Do you mind giving it a good scrub-a-dub? Would love to give it to the Mrs for Xmas but it looks like there is
disease that would only exist on that bbq.
A:

Item number: 290380235400

11-Dec-09

That isnt dirt my friend but a specially formulated layer of eucalypt flowers and local pollens mixed with congealed sausage fat to help you
to obtain that perfect Aussie bbq flavour you so desperately desire. I could arrange to have it cleaned but then it would detract from the old
world charm and value of this item. As for diseases, there are none on the bbq, the only disease is the rot that has set in to todays
Australian society that makes it okay for men to have pedicures, use hair gel and care about their appearance. This bbq represents the first
salvo against Australian metrosexualism. I applaud you for considering giving this bbq to your Mrs and am sure that she would love it. As
you know, sometimes it is easy to get stuck right into the beverages and have to rely on the old trouble and strife to char up a feed. Kindest
regards me old China.
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